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International Cooperation has been fundamental to foster Carbon Pricing
Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR) (2014-2019): $5 MMUSD
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International Cooperation has been fundamental to foster Carbon Pricing
Global Carbon Market – GIZ (2017 – 2021): €1,4 MM

Support and complement the efforts of the Government of Chile in the
development of carbon pricing instruments and exploration in climate financing to
contribute to the fulfillment of the goals regarding mitigation of greenhouse gases
committed by the country under the Paris Agreement

Pilar 1: Advise and build capacities in the public sector

Pilar 2: Achieve active participation of the private sector

Pilar 3: International positioning of Chile in Carbon Pricing

Stakeholders are key in the effective implementation of Carbon Pricing
Technical Roundtables
Study Tours
Trainings
Workshops
Seminars

+ 500
people

+ 40%
women

+ 75

organizations
and institutions

Chile in regional and multilateral groups related to carbon pricing
The Energy Minister assumed this year as Co-Chair of the CPLC’s High Level Assembly
The Ministry of Energy is Co-Chairing the Carbon Pricing Platform of the Americas
The Minister of Finance is Co-leading the Coalition of Finance Ministers for Climate
Action
The Ministry of Environment is the co-chair of the MRV and Climate Change technical
sub-group of the Pacific Alliance

COP 25 Presidency

PMR developed the infraestructura for the carbón tax implementation
The reporting system is allowed in SMA’s RETC platform
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It has been two years of successful operation of the carbon tax
Revenue by contaminants
(2017)

• FY 2017: First year of operation
• Regulated installations:
– Boilers and Turbines
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• Regulated contaminants:
– CO2, PM, NOx, SO2
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• 5 US$/Ton CO2

•
•
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CO2: 33,6 MMTon
PM: 5,3 MTon
NOx: 51,7 MTon
SO2: 43,8 MTon

MMUSD 191

•
•
•
•

CO2: 33,3 MMTon
PM: 4,9 MTon
NOx: 50,7 MTon
SO2: 43,8 MTon

MMUSD 187

PMR has delivered relevant inputs to make changes in legal instruments
Carbon tax reform
August 2018: President Piñera sent a national tax reform to Congress:

Art. 16: Change in threshold
Regulated installations
> 25,000 tCO2 and/or > 100 tMP
Only combustion processes
Creates a complementary offsets scheme
Was approved by the Finance
Commission in the Lower Chamber
Now is in the Upper House (Senate)

PMR has delivered relevant inputs to make changes in legal instruments
Draft Framework Law on Climate Change
Art. 33. Economical instruments for climate change management.
… A law will stablish GHG emissions caps and an excedent transfer
system.

Examples of comments from public consultation process
The law should define emissions caps
and regulated sectors. Also should
clarify institutional roles and
governance.

Link carbon price increase with the
mean temperature increase with
respect to pre-industrial levels.

The law should consider technology
innovations, mitigation actions,
abatiment cost curves and size of
regulated organizations

Carbon price should be considered as
a criteria in public investment
decisions.

The law should consider the social
cost of 1 tCO2 emmited and it should
be updated every 2 years.

Put yearly emissions caps. Sensibility
analysis between carton tax rate and
emission level.

Requests to consider market
instruments discussed within the
framework of the World Bank’s PMR
project, in which public and private
actors participated for more than 4
years, and through which possible
proposals to implement in the
country were evaluated.

PMR has delivered relevant inputs to make changes in legal instruments
New NDC updating process
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PMR has delivered relevant inputs to make changes in legal instruments
NDC draft for public consultation
Unconditional Goal (AFOLU):

Unconditional Goal (economy wide):
•
•
•
•

Absolute emissions by 2030: 97 MM ton
Peak in emissions by 2027
Carbon Budget 2020-2030: 1,110 - 1,175 MM ton
Black carbon: reduction of 10-25% compared to 2016

•
•
•

Recovery and sustainable management 200.000 ha
Forestry 200.000 ha (min native 70.000 ha)
Emission reduction due to degradation and
deforestation by 25% by 2030 compared to average
2001-2013

Conditional Goal
•
•

Reduction of net emissions by 45% compared to 2016 (that is, net emissions 25.3 MM ton)
Conditional on attracting additional international financial flows
Chile recognizes that Article 6 of the Paris Agreement is an instrument that allows countries to implement mitigation and
carbon capture actions in a cost-effective manner, as well as to advance the implementation of new technologies, in
collaboration with other parties, either through the international transfer of mitigation outcomes or emission reduction
certificates. A national policy to use article 6 in Chile will be developed, in accordance with Art. 6 rules.

Prepating IT infrastructure to operate carbon market instruments

Green Certificates
e-Commerce Platform

Article 6

ETS

GHG Mandatory Report

Climate Warehouse

Blockchain Platform

Carbon tax

RAMSE

Offset

Art. 6: an opportunity for greater ambition
• International cooperation to achieve NDCs:
 Art. 6.2. ITMOs (International transferred mitigation
outcomes).
 Art. 6.4. Emissions reduction mechanism (CDM-like)
• Art. 6 pilots: Climate Warehouse-WB and Carbon Clubs
• Domestic markets

An opportunity to foster
the climate transition

Operationalization of Article 6
Chile, as the next COP President, is actively promoting the adoption of the Article 6 rulebook in Santiago, by working in
close coordination with the UNFCCC and interacting informally with all parties.
The Ministry of Energy is taking part in the following initiatives:

Piloting a meta-registry using a
decentralized and distributed
ledger information technology
approach to connect and track
information relevant to climate
markets systems aimed at
contributing to the pursuit of
voluntary cooperation set forth in
Article 6.2

Proposed Virtual Pilot Concept:
Strengthening the Renewable
Portfolio Standard (RPS)

Developing an agreement of
cooperation under Art. 6.
There’s no a specific project
defined yet.

Technical exchange in capacity
building on ETS and Energy
collaboration

COP 25 & Energy Day (dec 10th):
highlights the role of carbon pricing in increasing climate ambition
1.A Coal phase-out and retrofit
1. Coal phase-out and renewable energy

1.B Renewable Energy
1.C System flexibility and regional integration

2. Energy Efficiency

2.A EE in industrial and residential sectors
3.A Electromobility

3. New energy solutions

3.B Hydrogen and “Power to X”
3.C Digitalization
3.D Carbon pricing and climate finance

Conclusions
•

PMR has been key in the development of Carbon Pricing Instruments in Chile: i) has created new knowledge on CPIs;
ii) has influenced several public policies and regulations; iii) has fostered a critical mass of stakeholders, and iv) has
aligned decision makers about the relevance of these instruments for climate mitigation and climate neutrality.

•

Biggest lesson learned under the PMR: Stakeholder engagement and capacity building are fundamental to effectively
implement carbon pricing. We will continue to engage key stakeholders in the discussion, design and operation of
more sophisticated and efficient carbon pricing, as alternatives or in conjunction with carbon tax.

•

Carbon pricing could play a main role in Chile’s mitigation goals, either in implementing the NDC or by raising Chile´s
ambition. There is a great opportunity for collaborative work between countries to implement CPIs like ETS/offsets.

•

A robust accounting framework is essential for transparency under the Paris Agreement: Chile is implementing its
MRV system for emissions and mitigation outcomes thanks to the PMR!.

•

Article 6 piloting agreements (Climate warehouse and bilateral agreements) will be under implementation in the
coming months: the infrastructure for MRV will be key in these implementation.
All these meaningful outcomes would not have been possible without PMR support, together with the more recent
collaboration with GIZ/BMU through the GCM initiative
Chile needs more tan ever continuity in its work on carbon pricing implementation!!!
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Creating an Offsets scheme for Chile
Report: “Analysis of the potential offset market in Chile in the
framework of the proposal to Green Tax reform”
Offsets roundtable with different stakeholders:
Ministries of Environment, Finance, Energy, etc.
NGOs
Academia
Consultants
Companies
Business associations
Ministry of Environment is developing two studies:
“Legal and institutional arrangement proposal for an
offsets scheme”
“Benchmark analysis of international offsets
regulations”
Colombia is cooperating by sharing its experience in the
development of a national offsetting scheme

ETS Round Table
2018 – 2019: 7 Sessions of the ETS public – private Roundtable
were held.
Objective:
To Promote an informed technical discussion to provide the
government with a feasible carbon pricing alternative to Chile in the
form of an Emissions Trading System (ETS), which would support a
more cost-effective GHG emissions reduction and better position
the country to achieve its desired carbon neutrality goal.
Deliverable:
A proposal with key recommendation for an ETS design

Green Certificates Roundtable
2018 – 2019: 6 Sessions of the Green Certificates Roundtable were held

How can we make the
certificates schemes
reliable?
• Define properties,
principles and criteria
that a certificate market
must have

Under which rules and
conditions the certificates
should operate?
• Define the market rules
that allow for
certification and
commercialization.

How can we implement
this?
• Define the systems and
processes that can be
implemented to allow
certification and
commercialization

Proposal of criteria and guidelines for the incorporation of certification
schemes to the Chilean market.

